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Abstract: Today's technology-driven human-society(s) country-wise are counted more than ever before where UAE-society is no exception. Tech-users here compete for comparative time-saving options for marginalizing operating costs. It has resulted in huge data usages, a high number of users & devices, which has attracted criminals for taking advantage, which is called cybercrime. Addressing cybercrime, the UAE, like many countries, is not out of control by-laws. However, laws like cybercrime for its society are not always for absolutely eliminating the crime. Thus, besides cybercrime law in place, UAE needs a piecemeal approach in practice where one department may vary from approaches of other-department. With awareness about risky online behaviors & options, tech-users as defenders are needed to invest their efforts. This study has laid out the foundation of the proposal, Akim’s Model-2021, using the Theory of Consumer Choice & Behaviors and Welfare Analysis. Tech-user’s actual utility-received is the sum of utility-received from awareness & own-effort and utility-received from cybercrime-law. Any changes to services received from joint efforts may risk tech-user, to be a victim. Welfare analysis shows tech user’s actions - awareness & own-effort, besides cybercrime-law can create, Net Social-gain, which largely depends on tech user’s actions. Tech-user's economic surplus is greater than government expenses for implementation of cybercrime law in UAE. Net-loss to the UAE is the sum of deadweight loss and net-loss to tech producers for underutilized resources.
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1. Introduction

Today's human race lives in world of business mentality with a technology-driven modern lifestyle. In this lifestyle, services are carried out in multi-faucets, competitive and rational manner (Rahman, 2018). Time values in this technology-driven world are counted more than ever before no matter what society or country we talk about. The United Arab Emirates (UAE) society is no different in the globe. As a result, meeting society’s needs, many sectors including service-sector like banking has been modernized (Rahman, 2018). Here tech-users compete for comparative time-saving-option(s) marginalizing its operating costs. This continued development of ICT utilization in other areas namely social-media facilitation, internet shopping and reservation, etc. have created a powerful economy while enabling the borderless exchange of information. The Internet, computers, cell phones and other forms of technology have revolutionized every aspect of human life over these years (Holt et al., 2016). On top of this, the ongoing COVID-19 brings blessing globally for service providers who provide services meeting the high-rising market demands for electronic communications in multi-faucets including working from home, banking, shopping, obtaining news and entertaining ourselves, etc (Rahman, 2021b).

However, these advancements have created huge opportunities for committing various forms of crime (Cybersecurity & Infrastructure Security Agency, 2019). These online crimes are referred to as cybercrime (Furnell, 2003; Jain et al., 2016). Cybercrime can therefore be viewed as a large umbrella term that encompasses computer-assisted crime in which computers and technology are used in a supporting role including the use of the computer to send harassing messages. With global cybercrime damages predicted to cost up to $10.5 trillion annually by 2025, not getting caught in the landslide is a matter of taking in the right information and acting on it quickly (Zaharia, 2021). As of 2020 data statistics, Iceland stands first when it comes to cybercrime risk where the UAE positions third in the globe (NordVPN, 2020). In reality, today's world is a place where real life and usages online are becoming increasingly indistinguishable from each other. Therefore, the widespread access points for cybercrime will continue to grow with the evolution of technology and organizational transformation country-wise where the United Arab Emirates (UAE) is no exception.
Accordingly, comments on the “Fight Fraud” campaign, H.E. Abdulaziz Al-Ghurair, Chairman of UAE Banks Federation (Gulf News, 2021). Recently various sources reminded the UAE that the threat of financial fraud has only increased in a world transformed by Covid-19 (Gulf News, 2021; Cherrayil, 2016). In reality, these progressions and their usages have created myriad opportunities for attackers to commit various forms of cybercrime. It occurs because the perpetrators use special knowledge of cyberspace (Furnell, 2003), which means any activities associated with the internet and diverse internet culture. From a risk-magnitude perspective, cybercrime can be a low-risk crime, however; managing it effectively can deliver huge payoffs. These are the common scenarios of risk factors associated with today’s technology-facilitated usages in the globe without boundaries. It is severe in magnitudes in some countries where the UAE has become a major target because of its continuation of increased economic activities, tourism, technology and the rise of oil and gas industries (Al Neaimi et al., 2015). These all together have increased usages of internet services in the UAE (Basamh et al., 2014). Another study shows that over the years, hackers stole data related to ATM and credit cards from processing companies and adjusted available balances on these accounts (Hasbini, 2014).

The number of complaints is growing faster in the UAE economy. Digital-banking perceived risk or threat has further increased globally during the Covid-19. Addressing the issues in the digital arena, the UAE is not out of control by laws. But it needs a framework that can ensure effective communications on cyber-security defense within and outside its agencies. Particularly, it needs a piecemeal approach in practice where the approach for one department may vary from the approach for other departments. Along with raising customers’ or tech users’ awareness about risky online behaviors, tech-users are needed to put their own efforts underpinning the awareness. Thus, besides having cybercrime law in place, this study takes on the challenges to layout the foundations of a proposal, which can be called Akim’s Model-2021, a piecemeal approach along with ensuring tech user's awareness & own-efforts for protection using Theory of Consumer Choices & Behaviors. It further carries out welfare analysis of the proposal country-wise such as the UAE intending to attract lawmakers’ attention for addressing the cybercrime problem in the modern world. Lastly, this study put forward recommendations for effective policy design country-wise.

2. Literature Review

Cybercrime is no new in today’s technology-driven world. Like in many countries, the national security awareness campaign was launched in the UAE first in November of 2007 (Al Neaimi et al., 2015). In a study based on survey data statistics, it was reported that in the year 2010, several users lost their UAE bank savings through internet fraud (Hasbini, 2014). Over the years, hackers stole data related to ATMs and credit cards from processing companies and adjusted available balances on these accounts (Hasbini, 2014; Al Neaimi et al., 2015). Later, these cards were distributed to other hackers for targeting countries to withdraw large volumes of cash (Al Neaimi et al., 2015). Digital-banking perceived risk or threat has further increased globally during the Covid-19. On marginalizing the dilemma, a distinctive policy proposal, which is also known as Akim’s model was made in literature (Rahman, 2018). Underpinning the model, it is expected that the Voluntary Insurance (VI) will be a new product in digital-banking-services in world-economy country-wise. The proposal has been well recognized by policy practitioners globally. Under the proposed VI policy, either bank or third party can provide the services and account-holders will bear the insurance premium (Rahman, 2018). Thus, the proposed VI, in financial institutions in the UAE can be instrumental in undermining criminal activities in digital-banking services.

It can address the perceived risk of fraud in digital-banking services, which can instrumentally reach the “Cash-less” human society. The UNDP Report of 2012 reveals that there are huge potentials in the Middle East to build strong e-government portals that can enhance digital communication and reduce operational costs up to 95 percent (Barrett, 2018). This transformation into technology-driven smart cities or nations requires cooperation, coordination and commitment of all stakeholders and deployment of the right set of skills and infrastructure. Otherwise, it can open up a path for criminals. Thus it causes cyber-threats, which are already at an exponential rate in the UAE (Dubai Electronic Security Center, 2017). All this creates a demand among rational policy-makers for cost perspective analysis of online/electronic crime & abuses, which was missing until now. Accordingly, it creates a gap in the relevant literature. This study, therefore, sets out to use Welfare Analysis Technique for assessing probable costs of cybercrime country-wise-economy such as the UAE-economy, which can fill the gap in the literature. It further proposes a policy model, which is called “Akim
Model-2021” underpinning the Theory of Consumer Choices & Behaviors, besides having cybercrime law in place. Lastly, this study makes recommendations, which can be helpful in policy design for effective outcomes addressing the perceived risk of cybercrime.

Why the UAE?: There has been an escalation & intensification of cybercrime activities originating in and targeting the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region (Dubai Electronic Security Center, 2017; Economist Intelligent Unit, 2018). On the cyber-risk aspect, in Figure 1, the UAE places the 3rd position in the world even though it is not prepared to meet the crisis, Table 1.

Figure 1: Countries with the Highest Cybercrime Risk

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Qatar</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oman</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAE</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahrain</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuwait</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** Economist Intelligence Unit, 2018

Such activities are financially as well as politically and ideologically motivated (Jain et al., 2016). In the MENA region, the UAE is situated in the Southeast of the Arabian Peninsula, bordering Oman and Saudi Arabia. The UAE is a federation of six emirates - Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Sharjah, Ajman, Umm Al Quwain, Fujairah and Ras Al Khaimah. The capital city is Abu Dhabi, located in the largest and wealthiest of the seven emirates. Since after forming the Federation, the UAE has been developed rapidly and is now noted for its modern infrastructure, international events and status as a trade and transport hub (Kshetri, 2013). The city of Dubai has also diversified into the exhibitions, events, ICT, re-export and financial sectors. Taking advantage of its position near the head of the Gulf, it has consolidated its historical reputation as a regional entre-port. Dubai has developed luxury hotels, large port facilities and a range of free trade zones to attract both manufacturing and services industries. As of 2018, the UAE population of 10.4 million largely depends on its expatriate workforce that made up about 88% of the population. The UAE government has increased spending on job creation and infrastructure expansion including preparations for hosting the upcoming world expo in Dubai (Jain et al., 2016). Also, the UAE is opening up utilities to greater private sector involvement and has created several free trade zones across the country for attracting foreign investors (DFAT, 2021). Over the years, the UAE has built its National Innovation Strategy to become the leading innovation nation.

It has begun its journey by defining the word “innovation” in multi-faucets. They are a) the desire of individuals, private institutions and government to generate creative ideas b) innovative products & services that improve quality of life and c) promote economic growth and increase competitiveness (Chandra et al., 2019). These strategies have mainly focused on the development of smart cities, updating software and applications of using disruptive methodology such as nanotechnology, artificial intelligence, etc. by ensuring a swift implementation of technology across various industries (Chandra et al., 2019). Transformation into a smart nation requires cooperation, coordination and commitment of all stakeholders and deployment of the right set of skills and infrastructure. These can help ensure security no matter what country or society we talk about. It would not be overstated that possible "glitches" seem to be minimized but not eliminated. Thus authority should consider possible security risks at hand in the form of smart security and cyber-security policies to Dubai's current city and grid infrastructure. Accordingly, an e-security policy needs to be adopted...
for the protection of a truly modern and technologically advanced city. All these progressions in multi-facets and continuation of high-rise economic growth in the UAE, particularly Dubai becomes a global village where social engagement will boom further over the Internet. All these make the UAE be in more danger of possibilities of cybercrime or cyber-attacks than that in any other smart city in the globe.

Figure 2: The Primary Impact of Cyber Attack in UAE  
Figure 3: Most Firms Have no Cyber Insurance

With these technological & economic progressions in multi-facets, the UAE has been suffering from the issue of cybercrime, even though the UAE has cybercrime-law in place (Hasbini, 2014; Creesey and Nayfeh, 2012). Direct and indirect impact & costs evolved from cybercrime in the UAE are shown in Fig-2 where reputational cost is the highest and cost from customer behavioral changes stands the least. Despite these social costs, besides the cybercrime law in place, Fig - 3 shows that 52 % of business firms in the UAE do not have cybercrime insurance. In an aim to effectively face the perceived risk factors, the government may consider the Voluntary Insurance approach underpinning Akim’s Model (Rahman, 2018). In the year 2017, thru debit & credit cards fraud, the accumulated amount of financial loss was 3861 Dirham, which was the highest among seven categories of financial fraud in the UAE, Figure 4 where online purchase scam amount was the lowest.

Figure 4: Highest Financial Loss in the UAE in 2017  
Figure 5: Cybercrime Experience in UAE in 2017

On cybercrime type, Figure 3 shows that 53% of electronic devices were infected by malware in the year 2017. Figure 5 further shows that 24% of technical supports was scammeed in the same year. Since UAE has the highest number of internet users and since Dubai is the world’s business hub (University of Birmingham
Dubai, 2021), which will require the highest technological usage as years ahead. For prompt broader involvements of stakeholders within and beyond are needed for ensuring effectiveness & efficiency of cyber-security defense efforts. However, independent efforts, most authorities country-wise now have their own cybercrime prevention acts, which has caused inefficiency of the law in practice. In absence of a broader involvement of parties domestically and as well as globally, the cybercrime impact is getting worse in terms of financial & social costs (University of Birmingham Dubai, 2021; DFAT, 2021).

Types of Cybercrime - What is it and how does it happen in Reality? Cybercrime is an activity of a criminal who either targets or uses a computer, a computer network or a network device. In most cases, cybercrime is committed by cybercriminals to make money at the cost of someone else. It is carried out by individuals or groups. Some of these criminals are organized and use very advanced techniques. Others are novice hackers. Rarely, these criminals aim to damage computers for reasons other than profit. These could be political or personal as we are witnessing in today’s modern world.

Categories of Cybercrime: In general, Cybercrimes can be classified into four categories (Holt et al., 2017; Walls, 2001). They are
- Cyber-trespass
- Cyber-deception
- Cyber-porn/obscenity
- Cyber-violence

Types of Cybercrime: Cybercrime types, in general, are as follows (Holt et al., 2017; Walls, 2001).
- Email fraud
- Identity fraud
- Theft of credit-card payment information
- Theft of corporate data statistics or secretly selling corporate data
- Cyber extortion
- Ransomware attacks
- Crypto-jacking
- Cyber espionage

Others: Besides the above types of cybercrime, the US Department of Justice (US DOJ) has recognized another type of cybercrime. It is the type that involves storing data using the computer(s) as an accessory(s) for committing the crime. In an aim to prevent this type of cybercrime, the US Government has signed up with the European Convention on Cybercrime. This type of cybercrime can be identified as follows
- Intercepting illegally
- Interfering with systems in such-way so that compromise a network
- Infringing copyrights
- Gambling illegally
- Selling illegal items Online and
- Soliciting, producing or possessing child pornography

Extra Scenario(s) or Way(s) that is considered to be Cybercrime: Cybercriminals may cause damages to devices or computers using viruses and malware in aim to stop them from working. They may also use malware for deleting or stealing information. Using a technique called Denial-of-service (DoS) cybercriminals may try stopping users using a machine or network or prevent a business from providing a software service to its customers (Cyber-security & Infrastructure Security Agency, 2019). Criminals may choose to spread illegal information or illegal images or spread malware using computers or networks. Cybercriminals may also carry out what is known as a Distributed-Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attack, which is similar to a DoS attack.

How Do these Happen? With examples of these types of cybercrime attacks are given below for a helpful understanding of what counts as cybercrime.
Malware Attacks: A malware attack is where a computer system or network is infected with a computer virus or malware. A computer compromised by malware could be used by cybercriminals for several purposes. These include stealing confidential data, using the computer to carry out other criminal acts or causing damage to data. A famous example of a malware attack is the WannaCry ransomware attack, a global cybercrime committed in May 2017 (Kaspersky, 2017).

Phishing: A phishing campaign is when spam emails or other forms of communication are sent messages with the intention of tricking recipients into doing something that undermines their security. It may contain links or attachments, particularly infected ones. It may ask the receiver for a response with confidential information (Kaspersky, 2017). A famous example of a phishing scam from 2018 was the one that took place over the World Cup where messages were sent to football fans. Accordingly, the criminals tried to entice fans with fake free trips to Moscow where the World Cup event was going on.

DDoS-Attack: It is one of the kinds of cybercrime-attack that is used by criminals to bring down the network. This type of attack first took place in 2017 on the UK National Lottery website. This brought down the lottery’s website (Kaspersky, 2017).

Hidden Costs of Cybercrime: Besides damages intellectual property and monetary assets, the most overlooked costs of cybercrime come from damages to company performances. This cost can be in multi-faucets particularly financial costs and work-hours lost after a cyber-incident. The report further explored the hidden costs and the lasting impact and damage cybercrime can have on an organization including (Lewis et al., 2020). Figure 2 clearly shows that the UAE faces multi-faucets hidden-cost of cybercrime. They are mainly reputation cost, management time, customer behavior change, etc. Besides these, the following are major components of the hidden cost of cybercrime in the UAE.

Cost- Incurred from Anticipation: Firms even individuals very often buy or subscribe to software such as antivirus software, insurance and compliance with the agreement.

System Downtime: Downtime is a common experience of firms, organizations, etc. The assessed cost of downtime varies from organization to organization on an incident aspect.

Reduced Efficiency: As a result of system downtime, organizations or firm loses time, which can reduce efficiency.

Incidence Response Costs: In reality, most organizations or firms require adequate time to move from the discovery of an incident to remediation. Many security incidents can be managed in-house. But major incidents can often require outside consults, which can be very expensive.

Brand and Reputation Damage: It can damage the external image of the brand of the firm or organization, which can negatively influence its revenue levels, which can hurt the government’s tax-revenue levels.

3. Methodology

In an aim to establish the basis of policy guidance under piecemeal-approach, this study uses the Theory of Consumer Choice & Behaviors (Rahman, 2019). It puts forward effective policy-design guidance for leadership country-wise such as the UAE, as well as for tech-user in deciding on its actions to protect own device from cybercrime acts and beyond. Accordingly, in this study, the policy-options assumptions are made. Finally, this study carries out a Welfare Analysis of the proposal underpinning the nation’s cybercrime law.

Assumptions: In our model, three parties namely i) tech-user ii) attacker and iii) policy-maker are involved. Besides benefit-cost assessment, an attacker learns about the tech user’s level of defense, which serves as a sample for the attackers to learn about that of the entire tech-users population. Therefore, if the tech-user is being attacked with a lack of defense, the attacker will be encouraged to continue. On the other hand, if the tech-user is well-defended, the attacker will be discouraged to continue. In reality, the attacker in some cases receives ransom from tech-user or defender. Despite this fact, this study ignores the attacker’s welfare
including such redistributed wealth as part of social welfare. Thus in this study, the following specific assumptions are made,

- It is assumed that no relevant other factors, except the risk factor of cybercrime consequences, are changing.
- Here a rational tech user's preferences of self-defense depend on the tech user's understanding of the severity of the risk factor.
- These preferences are stable, total efforts and transitive for maximizing the utility of risk-protective choices.

**Policy-Options:** Awareness & Own-effort of Tech-user, Besides Nation’s Cybercrime-law.

### 4. Theoretical Background Consumer Choice and Utility Maximization

The progression of digital technologies has been changing economic activities in today's world where cybercrime should not be ignored. The digital progression has also attracted more criminals for monetary benefits. In this process by-and-large, a cyber-criminal or attacker extracts an economic payoff by hacking a system of value to a victim and then asks for a ransom to not undermine that value. If these crimes are not properly addressed, they could significantly reduce overall social welfare received from technology-progressions or increase the social cost of human society in the 21st Century Era. Thus studying cybercrimes from an economics perspective is important for two reasons (Becker, 1968). First, understanding the benefits & costs to the person committing the crime can help in decision committing the crime, which leads to an analysis of the optimal approach to limit this crime, given a certain amount of resources. Secondly, understanding the social costs of a crime can help to determine a socially-efficient level of resources that should be deployed against it. Since the 21st Century humankind prefer a democratic environment over dictatorships country-wise (Rahman, 2021a) and since society is a formation of all characteristics of people & its behaviors, the policy-design goal for a society is not always to eliminate a crime. Rather it is for determining how much and which criminal behavior should be tolerated.

This is because reducing the amount of crime to zero is not necessarily aligned with social interest. This is because a) probable economic cost of eliminating the crime could be higher than its harms to society b) preference based on this cost-benefit assessment can facilitate sharpening and ensuring individual's own responsibility. Thus tech-user has their own responsibilities on awareness and accordingly investing efforts in aim to protect the tech-user-self from bad activities out there such as rape-crime or cybercrime etc. Since cybercrime is in multi-faceted and complicated issue, in reality, we take freedom and cast a simple example for better understanding why a society decides “how much and which behavior” should be tolerated. Suppose Lavina, a female-gender, wants to see a rape-free human society. To fulfill Lavina's demand, the authority needs to assign law enforcement wherever male & female are together. Meeting Lavina's demand can be very expansive and it can undermine Lavina's own efforts to protect her. However, it is an essential component for a human growing up for survival no matter what culture or society we live in. It is obvious Lavina's social background, education level, and age, etc. can be instrumental in her awareness & own efforts for her safety besides having the nation's Rape Law in place.

This scenario in cybercrime cases raises the question: how many offenses should be permitted and how many offenders should go unpunished? The method is used to formulate a measure of the social loss from offenses and finds those expenditures of resources and punishments that minimize this loss. The optimal amount of enforcement is shown to depend on, among other things, the cost of catching and convicting offenders, the nature of punishments—for example, whether they are fines or prison terms and the responses of offenders to changes in enforcement. Accordingly, this study proposes a piecemeal approach or separately considering each issue of cybercrime under the general provision of cybercrime where a proposal of a newly established agency or commission can be instrumental for an effective outcome. Under this administration, responsibilities can be broken down based on the type of cybercrime in piecemeal options. The outcome under this setup can be effective where the attacker will be punished and tech-user will be facilitated with training & guidance on awareness and protecting self. Otherwise, the current system may often fail unless they are broken into pieces. In this setup, besides having cybercrime laws in place, the tech user's
approach to a task or situation will be the way the tech-user deals with it or think about it where tech user's awareness and self-effort can play significantly.

**Awareness & Own-efforts of Tech-users under Theory of Consumer Choices & Behaviors:** It is now well recognized that the perceived-risk factor plays an influential role in tech users' decisions (Rahman, 2018; Rahman, 2019). It is no different when it comes to awareness and self-efforts for being on the safe side in case of risk-factor such as cybercrime (Rahman, 2021a; Rahman 2021b). It is palatable to assume that from a rationality perspective, the tech-user is risk-averse, i.e., the tech-user prefers certainty over uncertainty when it comes to saving tech-user from the danger out there. Figure-6 illustrates the risk preferences of a risk-averse for a rational and conscious tech-user who is concerning cybercrime. Tech-user's actual benefit or utility that the tech-user receives from awareness & self-efforts will never fall on TU (X) but rather on the chord (the bold line) as shown in Figure - 6. Point Xg, in Figure - 6 represents probable outcomes of services (X). Here outcome = f (cybercrime laws in place and tech users awareness & own-preventive-effort). That ensures a necessity of joint efforts rather than individual from tech-user or government-cybercrime-law on effectively preventing cybercrime. Accordingly, tech-user may use a certain level of X. Here tech user's awareness & self-effort (AE) = f (age, education level, experience, sense of responsibility, etc.). Thus the outcome of cybercrime prevention depends on strength of cybercrime laws and tech users' awareness & own preventive effort.

It means the outcome of service-on-security depends on full utilization of cybercrime law, tech user's own awareness & self-effort, which can ensure the highest level of security. Thus it may cost higher for ensuring the highest level of security. Any changes to these services-on-security may risk tech-user being a victim. It may cost lower but it can put tech-user at risk. In this setup, Xg represents services derived from supportive factors such as cybercrime law, tech user's awareness & own effort, which produce the highest outcome “secured from cybercrime”. Xf represents service-on-security derived from cybercrime law where Xg > Xf. In the case of Xg (where X indicates cybercrime law in place) tech-user enjoys lower cost, which may produce the outcome of “getting attacked or hacked”. As long as there exists a level of consequences, a tech-user may give a try to use Xg units of service-on-security X, the utility that this tech-user receives will lie somewhere on the chord (the bold line). The chord represents the expected utility (EU) of using service-on-security X, which lies in the concavity of the curve. This is because it is the average probability that the defender will use service-on-security X or not where X represents the combination of cybercrime law and tech user's awareness & own effort. As a result, the tech-user will never receive TU (Xf) but rather EU (Xg).

**Figure 6: Cybercrime-Risk Aversion Scenario Having Laws in Place Along with Tech-User’s Awareness & Own-Efforts**

![Diagram](image-url)
UAE Government Efforts besides Having Cybercrime-Law in Place: In addition to cybercrime law in place, just recently the government took various steps to strengthen its cyber-security network, particularly within the government entities. The country formed a new council last year to develop a comprehensive cyber-security strategy and help to create a safe and strong cyber infrastructure in the UAE. It is expected that the council will help develop a legal and regulatory framework. So that it can cover all types of cybercrimes and emerging technologies and establish a robust National Cyber National Incident Response Plan to enable a swift and coordinated response to cyber incidents in the country. However, no effort has yet been made that can contribute significantly enhancing the awareness and tech user’s own effort for protecting the device. Furthermore, no effort has yet been seen to approach with piecemeal approach addressing the problem, even though it can play a significant role in addressing the cybercrime issues country-wise such as in the UAE. Also, no effort has yet been made by the government on having a self-driven insurance policy such as Voluntary Insurance based on the theme of Akim’s Model (Rahman, 2018), which can be instrumental in addressing the problem sooner than delays.

Policy Adoption - Awareness & Own-Effort along with Cybercrime-Law in Place Country-Wise: Welfare Analysis: In an aim to examine benefits of investing tech user’s time for awareness & self-efforts besides having cybercrime-law in place for protecting tech-user, this section is designed as follows. It is important for tech-user as well as for the government to get full information about the economic benefits of adopting cybercrime-law and encourage tech users’ awareness & own effort for ensuing secure technology usages globally country-wise. Accordingly, welfare analysis is carried-out where findings can be instrumental to policy-makers for policy-adoption decisions. It can also be helpful to tech-user in decisions recognizing the importance of own-awareness and for investing own-efforts on protecting tech-user-self from perceived-risk of cybercrime.

Approaches other than Cybercrime-Law- Policy Guidance Country-Wise such as UAE: Evidence suggests that most governments country-wise have acknowledged the problem of cybercrime by having preventive laws, mostly known as Cybercrime Law. However, the UAE, like many countries has done little engaging tech users for awareness & own effort protecting tech usage. By doing so, people in UAE can be familiar with cybercrime & consequences and can recognize the importance of preventive measures from the tech user’s side. It can also provide cyber-security awareness training for employees and develop prevention & response plans.

Guiding Tech-Users on Required Behaviors Facing Perceived-Risk of Cybercrime: In today’s world, people are mostly driven by their benefits in multi-faucets such as financial, feeling good, self-recognition, self-pride, self-protection, etc. In this decision-making process, an individual can be a risk-averse or risk-taker. Thus using technology facilitation, the proposed guidance should be in such a way so that both groups can be benefitted aiming to face the perceived risk of cybercrime. Risk-benefit analyses can be useful in delivering the message for convincing tech-users on avoiding risk. Most humans make decisions fairly subconsciously. So, by actually thinking about the risks and benefits of tech users’ actions, the tech-user can make better decisions in choices. On the own-efforts aspect, few options the tech-user can choose. They are as follows.

- Backing up data periodically
- Getting protection against malware
- Being smart with a password and making Changes periodically
- Review self-data before going for an IT security solution
- Being aware of phishers
- Buying voluntary insurance, particularly for digital banking services.

Emphasizing Factors that Increase Tech-User’s Fondness on Being Safe-Side: In human society globally country-wise, it would not be overstated that using coercive measures such as threats, force, shouting, etc. can have a backfire effect rather than enhancing effective public engagement on a common issue such as the COVID-19 crisis. However, if authorities had devised policies or managed the procedure and explained the importance to follow lockdown laws, have-on-mask, etc. and authorities had provided regular updates about their actions, it would have increased perceptions of the legitimacy of the procedure among casualties.
(Rahman, 2018). It would have inspired individuals for investing their own efforts from the beginning for their own safety. Thus, on cybercrime issue, policies are needed now than delaying for inspiring tech-users for own efforts on awareness & protecting self-devise from perceived-risk, the cybercrime.

Welfare Analysis of the Proposal Underpinning Nation’s Cybercrime-law: Based on the proposal underpinning cybercrime law in place, the tech user’s decision on securing tech-usage environment by setting $MPC = MPB$ in Figure 7. Because of tech users’ inspiration, market level of tech user’s awareness & own-effort $Q_1$ and optimal level is $Q^*$ that are generated underpinning nation’s cybercrime-law and government’s promotional efforts. Area $K$ represents net social gains that are generated by joint efforts of Govt. and the Tech-user’s effort. In Figure 8, area $(A+B+C+D+E)$ is tech-user or defender’s surplus. The government spending for cybercrime-law implementation is an area $(E+B+C+D+F)$ that is collected from taxpayers. Net loss to UAE is $(E+F)$. Area $E$ reflects a net loss of producer (technology producers) surplus, underutilized resources better business or more selling opportunities. Area $F$ is the deadweight loss that is just lost.

Future Study: Since cybercrime is a vast and complicated arena, which may get worse parallel to the trends of a growing number of tech-users, it is warranted for taking effective & protective measures now than later. Since the current study is a theoretical one, after data collection from tech-users in different fields, empirical studies can be conducted for welfare analysis. Further studies can be conducted on the application of Voluntary Insurance in securing digital-banking underpinning Akim’s Model (Rahman, 2018). It can further contribute to the understanding, prevention or correction of criminal behavior of cybercrime in digital-banking services. Lastly, an opinion-survey study can be conducted on how the tech-users feel about the proposal “awareness & own efforts” besides having cybercrime law in place country-wise such as the UAE.

5. Conclusion and Recommendations

Conclusion: Today's technology-driven world is counted more in the globe than ever before. The UAE society is no different in the globe. Thus, the decision factors mainly expectancy and cost-effectiveness have led human beings, organizations, agencies or businesses to welcome ICT-facilitations for usages in many folds. As a result, meeting society’s needs, many sectors including the financial sector particularly banking services have been modernized. Here customers compete for comparative time-saving option (s) marginalizing its operating costs. With the increase of data usage, the number of tech-users, and devices, cybercrime has been on the rise, which is an all-time high ever since. Only until recent times, we are coming across more and more stories about data breaches and cybercriminal activities. Addressing the issue, like many other countries, the UAE is not out of control by laws.
Since human society is a formation of all characteristics of people & its behaviors, the law for its society is not always to eliminate a crime. This is because reducing the amount of crime to zero is not necessarily aligned with social interest. It can increase probable economic cost eliminating the crime, which could be higher than its harms to society. But it needs a framework that can ensure effective communications on cyber-security defense within and outside its agencies. Particularly, it needs a piecemeal approach in practice where the approach for one department may vary from the approach for another department. Raising tech users' awareness about risky online behaviors and accordingly tech-users are needed to put own-efforts underpinning the awareness about the crime and probable options available to the tech-users. Thus besides having cybercrime law in place, this study lays out the foundations, which can be called Akim’s Model-2021, of piecemeal approach along with tech user’s awareness & own-efforts for protection using Behavior Theory of Consumer Choices.

It further carries-out welfare analysis of the costs country-wise such as the UAE with the aim to attract leaderships’ attention for addressing cybercrime in a piece-meal approach. Findings show that tech user’s actual benefit or utility that a tech user receives from awareness & self-efforts along with cybercrime law in place is not exactly equal to its total utility. Here a certain portion of utility comes from service-on-security derived from cybercrime law where total utility is greater than utility-received from cybercrime law. Thus the outcome of cybercrime prevention depends on strength of cybercrime laws and tech users’ awareness & own preventive effort. It means the outcome of service-on-security depends on full utilization of cybercrime law, tech user’s own awareness & self-effort, which can ensure the highest level of security. Thus it costs higher for ensuring the highest level of security. Any changes to these services-on-security may risk being a victim. It may cost lower but it can put the tech-user at risk. From on welfare analysis perspective, the findings show that tech users’ actions including awareness & own effort, besides government law can create a net social gain.

Which significantly depends on the tech user’s actions as a whole. In this case, the tech user’s calculated economic surplus is greater than the government’s expenses for the implementation of the cybercrime law, which is collected from the UAE taxpayers. Net loss to the government of the UAE is the sum of deadweight loss plus the net loss to tech producers because of underutilized resources better business or more selling opportunities. Today people are mostly driven by their own benefits in multi-faucets such as financial, feeling good, self-recognition, self-pride, self-protection, etc. Thus, the guidance of tech-users on required behaviors should be in such a way so that both government & tech-user can benefit aiming to face perceived-risk of cybercrime. Risk-benefit analyses can be useful in delivering messages thru multi-faucets for convincing tech-users on avoiding risk by their own actions. Furthermore, it can facilitate sharpening and ensuring an individual’s own responsibility, which can be the by-product of Akim’s Model-2021, no matter where tech-users reside in the globe.

**Recommendation**: Thus underpinning the findings, the recommendations in summary in this study are as follows,

- Provisions under the cybercrime law for ensuring tech user’s own responsibilities on awareness and accordingly investing efforts in aim to protect the tech-user-self from bad activities out there such as rape-crime or cybercrime etc.
- Provisions must ensure a piecemeal approach where a newly established agency or commission can be instrumental for an effective outcome. Under this administration, responsibilities can be broken down based on the type of cybercrime in piecemeal options.
- The legal & regulatory framework related to cybercrime should be in such a way so that it can cover all types of cybercrimes and emerging technologies and establish a robust National Cyber National Incident Response Plan to enable a swift and coordinated response to cyber incidents.
- Provisions must ensure guiding tech-users on required behaviors facing perceived-risk of cybercrime. It must emphasize factors that increase tech users' fondness for being safe-side.
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